Abstract: The incidence of cutaneous melanoma is increasing worldwide. Since it has an aggressive behavior and difficult to treat in more advanced stages, early diagnosis is essential for cure. Dermoscopy is an auxiliary diagnostic method that allows an increase in the diagnostic accuracy for cutaneous melanoma using a hand-held microscope with a 10-fold magnification – a dermatoscope. The pattern analysis method is considered a reliable procedure to teach dermatology residents. It is based on global and specific patterns that enable classifying melanocytic and non-melanocytic lesions (which are important in the differential diagnosis of cutaneous melanoma). Among melanocytic lesions, dermoscopy is useful in recognize benign, suspect or malignant lesions.
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Resumo: A incidência do melanoma cutâneo tem aumentado mundialmente e, por tratarse de neoplasia bastante agressiva e de difícil tratamento em estádios mais avançados, o diagnóstico precoce é fundamental para a cura do paciente. A dermatoscopia surgiu como exame auxiliar in vivo, que tem papel fundamental na realização do diagnóstico precoce e amplifica a acurácia diagnóstica do melanoma. Para a realização do método, é necessário utilizar o dermatoscópio, aparelho que permite aumentar a lesão, no mínimo, 10 vezes. A imagem obtida é interpretada utilizando-se o método diagnóstico da preferência do examinador. O método de Análise de Padrões é atualmente o mais utilizado e o que possui maior acurácia para o diagnóstico do melanoma cutâneo, sendo demonstrado confiável para o ensino de residentes em dermatologia. Baseia-se em padrões globais e específicos que permitem diferenciar as lesões melanocíticas das não melanocíticas (também importantes no diagnóstico diferencial com o melanoma cutâneo), assim como identificar lesões melanocíticas consideradas benignas, suspeitas ou malignas.
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INTRODUCTION

The incidence of melanoma has doubled all over the world in fair-skin patients over the past 10 years. The highest incidence and mortality rates in the world are recorded in Australia, where it is the most common type of cancer in men and it ranks second in women, in the age group 15-44 years; therefore, it is considered a public health problem.

Data from the Instituto Nacional do Câncer (INCA), in Brazil, show an estimate of 5760 new cases for 2006; in that, 2710 in men and 3050 in women. These data might not characterize the Brazilian reality, which is supposed to have a much higher incidence. At the Hospital do Câncer de São Paulo – A.C. Camargo, there are approximately 200 new cases per year, that is, 10 new cases out of 2200 monthly appointments (unpublished data).

Cutaneous melanoma is a neoplasm that affects young individuals, has an aggressive nature, and it is refractory to current treatments in cases with metastases. Its cure is related to excision of tumor at an initial phase and the need of early diagnosis is well established. Since pigmented lesions are sometimes not diagnosed by their clinical characteristics even by experienced professionals, further criteria are required for more accurate clinical diagnosis of skin lesions. Dermoscopy was created as an auxiliary method to evaluate these lesions.

Dermoscopy, also called surface microscopy or epiluminescence microscopy or dermatoscopy, is a method to visualize the structures located under the stratum corneum and indicated to make diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions, such as cutaneous melanoma in its initial phases and infiltration.

The accuracy of clinical diagnosis of melanoma made by a dermatologist not using a dermatoscope was estimated as 75-80%; this rate is lower if diagnosis is made by residents in Dermatology or Internal Medicine. However, by performing a dermoscopic examination, a diagnostic accuracy of approximately 90% could be achieved for cutaneous melanoma. It is obvious that such accuracy is associated with experience of the examiner and his/her training about dermoscopic criteria, which could be fundamental.

The technique to perform dermoscopy consists of using an optical device that has a variable magnification of 6 to 400X. The dermatoscope most often used is a portable device with 10X magnification, which has a light beam, emitted by a halogenous bulb that strikes at a 20o angle on the skin surface. The skin is previously prepared by applying some fluid (oil, water, gel or glycerine) on the interface between the epidermis and the glass slide of the device in order to avoid light reflection. Light penetrates and enables visualization of dermoscopic features mainly related to the presence of the pigment melanin in different skin layers (epidermis and dermis), hemoglobin of vessels and dermal fibrosis.

In search for instruments that provide greater diagnostic accuracy and improve follow-up of pigmented lesions, the dermoscopic devices are increasingly lighter and easier to handle. Some use polarized light, which is more potent and does not require the use of fluids, making the examination faster. The resources for digital dermoscopy have also improved, enabling monitoring of pigmented lesions throughout time by storing digital images and exporting suspected lesion images to other centers for discussion about diagnosis.

PATTERN ANALYSIS METHOD

The Pattern Analysis method was first described by Perhamberger et al., in 1987, and standardized by the Consensus Hamburg, in 1989. This methodology defined the characteristic dermatoscopic patterns of pigmented skin lesions and was updated by the Consensus Net Meeting of 2000.

It is the method most commonly used in dermoscopy for providing greater diagnostic accuracy for cutaneous melanoma. Moreover, in a recent study, it was demonstrated that it is the most reliable method to teach dermoscopy for residents (non-experts) in Dermatology.

PATTERN ANALYSIS OF MELANOCYTIC LESIONS

To use this diagnostic method, the physician should first identify if the pigmented skin lesion is melanocytic or non-melanocytic. The presence of pigmented network, globules or dots characterizes the melanocytic lesions, whereas the blue nevus has a homogeneous blue-grayish area that determines its diagnosis.

If the lesion presents none of the dermoscopic features mentioned above, it is a non-melanocytic lesion. Therefore, specific criteria are used for diagnosis, which include findings of seborrheic keratoses, hemangiomas and angiokeratomas, pigmented basal cell carcinomas and dermatofibromas.

The melanocytic lesions are identified by their general dermoscopic features, defining their global pattern, or by specific dermoscopic criteria that determine their local pattern (when it is not possible to define a global pattern). The specific dermoscopic criteria used include regular pigmented network, irregular pigmented network, dots, globules, pseudo-pods, branched streaks, blue-whitish veil, regression areas, hypopigmentation and hyperpigmentation areas (blotches).
1. GLOBAL PATTERN

The global pattern is determined by the predominantly dermatoscopic feature in the lesion that enable its diagnosis.

Reticular pattern

In the reticular pattern there is a predominant presence of regular pigmented network or pigmented network in “honeycomb”. Histologically, the lesion presents basal cell layer hyperpigmentation and/or melanocytic hyperplasia, which may correspond to a junctional nevus, compound nevus, lentigo or melanosis.18

Globular pattern

The presence of multiple aggregated globules prevails in globular pattern. The globules may have different colors (black, brown, blue or gray) depending on how deep (epidermis, papillary dermis and reticular dermis) the pigment (melanin) is. Some lesions have light or pinkish globules with less pigmentation. The globular pattern has high specificity for diagnosis of compound and intradermal nevi.18

Cobblestone pattern

Globules also predominate in this pattern but they are large, closely aggregated (“fitted”) and somehow angulated globule-like structures resembling a cobblestone.18 (Figure 1).

Pointillist pattern

This pattern was recently described and is characterized by brown or grayish dots of regular size and uniform aspect on a slightly brownish basis. It is typically found in compound and intradermal nevi.24

Homogeneous pattern

Presence of diffuse and homogeneous blue-gray pigmentation is observed and absence of pigmented network characterizes the blue nevi.18

Parallel pattern

This is the pattern found in palmoplantar lesions. Pigmentation along the superficial sulci occurs in 40% of benign palmoplantar melanocytic nevi (parallel sulcus pattern); whereas pigmentation along the rete ridge (with presence of eccrine glands) is observed in 86-98% of acral melanomas (parallel ridge pattern).18

Starburst pattern

It is characterized by the presence of pigmented streaks or pseudopods regularly distributed throughout the periphery of the lesion and intense pigmentation in the central area, which confers a starburst aspect. It occurs in 53% of spindle and/or epithelioid cell nevi (nevus of Reed or pigmented Spitz nevi).18

Multicomponent pattern

This pattern has high specificity for diagnosis of cutaneous melanoma and consists of presence of three or more dermoscopic feature in one single lesion. The characteristics that could be observed are presence of multiple colors, irregular pigmented network and/or hyperpigmented network (prominent), pseudopods, branched streaks, blue-whitish veil, regression areas (depigmentation or peppering), brown or black globules of irregular shape and unevenly distributed within the lesion, peripheral black dots, hypopigmentation or hyperpigmentation (blotches) areas.18 (Figure 2).

2. LOCAL PATTERN

The presence of specific dermatoscopic feature in different regions of the same lesion contribute to making diagnosis of melanocytic lesions and are called local pattern.

Junctional nevus

It presents regular pigmented network (honeycomb), of brownish and uniform color that is more prominent in the center, with gradual fading to the borders (reticular pattern). It may present black or brown globules and dots regularly distributed inside the lesion (usually in the central region).

Compound nevus

The pigmented network is generally discreet...
and peripherally located, presenting homogeneous central pigmentation or brown, black or blue-greyish globules and dots distributed in the center of the lesion (Figure 3). Some lesions present a hypopigmented area of regular and central aspect. The globular, cobblestone and pointillist global patterns also characterize the compound nevi.

**Intradermal nevus**

It is characterized by absence of pigmented network and presence of globules and dots, and may have a nodular aspect due to globules with little pigmentation or normal skin-like color. The papillomatous lesions may have follicular pseudo-openings and assume a globular, cobblestone or pointillist pattern.

**Congenital nevus**

The small nevi usually have a globular or cobblestone pattern, whereas the larger nevi present areas with no structures amidst other that are rich in structures, and this pattern repeats throughout the lesion (monotonous aspect).\(^\text{18}\) (Figura 4).

**Blue nevus**

It has a homogeneous blue-greyish pattern, with no pigmented network, dots and globules. Diffuse hypopigmentation may be found due to deposition of collagen in the dermis and/or brown veil resulting from basal cell layer hyperpigmentation (Figure 5). Some lesions may have linear projections at the periphery mimicking pseudopods (structures called pseudo-pseudopods).\(^\text{18}\)

---

### Spindle and/or epithelioid cell nevi

The nevi of Reed and pigmented Spitz nevi could display a starburst, globular (homogeneous central pigmentation and peripheral brown globules) or atypical (no defined dermoscopic features) pattern. In 25% of lesions with an atypical dermatoscopic pattern the pathological examination shows atypia.\(^\text{25}\)

The Spitz nevi are less pigmented and have an inverted network aspect characterized by lighter rete ridges around the darker globules (Figure 6).
Recurrent nevus (persistent nevus or pseudomelanoma)

These nevi occur after incomplete exeresis of a nevus and have a bizarre pigmentation and a white region corresponding to healing area.26,27

Atypical nevi

The dermatoscopic criteria for diagnosis of an atypical nevus are considered a challenge. The Pattern Analysis method has a diagnostic accuracy of approximately 76% for these lesions.28 The most common dermoscopic features found are listed in chart 1.18

Cutaneous melanoma

The lesions display an asymmetric aspect, with polymorphism of structures and colors and irregular shape (Figure 7). The most common characteristics are shown in chart 1. Some cutaneous melanoma lesions may have an inverted network, as described for Spitz nevi, and they are important in their differential diagnosis.18

Pattern Analysis of non-melanocytic lesions

The non-melanocytic lesions are important for the differential diagnosis with melanoma. These lesions have no network, globules or dots at dermoscopy, but have specific dermatoscopic features that define their diagnosis.

Hemangiomas and angiokeratomas

The dermatoscopic features of hemangiomas and angiokeratomas are presence of blue-reddish color, blue-reddish lakes, scaring depigmentation (around vascular spaces, outlining the lake structures). When eruptive hemangiomas present thrombosis they become darker, with a black colour that is relevant for the differential diagnosis with cutaneous melanoma. Angiokeratomas show a peripheral clear structure (“jelly”) due to presence of acanthosis.18

Seborrheic keratoses

They are characterized by structures denominated horny pseudocysts, follicular pseudo-oppenings, cerebriform or fingerprint pattern and absence of pigmented network and globules.18

Pigmented basal cell carcinoma

The pigmented basal cell carcinoma is characterized by absence of pigmented network and presence of at least one dermoscopic finding: spoke wheel areas, large blue-greyish ovoid nests, multiple blue-greyish globules, maple leaf-like areas (or “glove finger”), arborizing or tree-like telangiectasias and ulceration.29 (Figure 8)

Pigmentation in basal cell carcinoma is primarily related to presence of melanin in the tumor mass (hyperplastic melanocytes or melanosomas phagocyted by the tumor) and is important in differential diagnosis with cutaneous melanoma, particularly if much pigmented.18,29

Dermatofibroma

![Figure 5: Dermaphoto (10X) of a blue nevus. Notice a homogeneous blue-greyish pattern, with absence of pigmented network, dots and globules, and central hypopigmented area](image)

![Figure 6: Macro photogtaphy and dermaphoto (10X) of a Spitz nevus. See globules with intense pigmentation and others with no pigmentation, characterizing an “inverted network”](image)
The main dermoscopic features of dermatofibromas are a central white scarlike patch, subtle peripheral pigmented network, brown dots and globules and reddish coloration around the central scarlike patch.\textsuperscript{18,30,31} (Figure 9)

Despite its well-defined dermoscopic features, palpation is useful to make diagnosis (the lateral compression of the lesion makes a typical central depression or dimple).\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

Today dermoscopy is a useful and essential

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|l|}
\hline
\textbf{Dermoscopic features} & \textbf{Atypical Nevus} & \textbf{Cutaneous Melanoma} \\
\hline
Pigmented network & Irregular, discrete, focally proeminent, abruptly ends or thins at periphery & Irregular, proeminent, wide, abruptly ends or thins at periphery \\
Diffuse pigmentation & Irregular, intense, inhomogeneous, center, periphery abruptly ends at periphery & Irregular, inhomogeneous, abruptly ends or thins at periphery \\
Depigmentation & Irregular e periphery & Irregular, bizarre, pink-and-white center and periphery \\
Brown globules & Varied in size and shape, irregularly distributed & Often present, varied in size and shape, irregularly distributed \\
Black dots & Rare, regularly distributed throughout lesion & Often present, varied in size and shape, irregularly distributed periphery and center \\
Radial streming & Absent & Present \\
Pseudopods & Absent & Present \\
Gray-blue veil & Absent & Present \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Dermoscopic features of atypical nevi compared with cutaneous melanomas}
\end{table}

Dermoscopy: the pattern analysis

FIGURE 9: Dermaphoto (10X) of a dermatofibroma. Notice the presence of a regular and subtle pigmented network around the central scarlike patch.
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